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Weatherproof stereoscopic viewer for fixed outdoor mounting. ! is viewer is a 
technical device that meets highest expectations. It was designed specifically for 
outdoor usage, manufactured from the most suitable material with state-of-the-art 
know-how. It is weather- and climate-proof, securely protected against theft and, as 
far as technically feasible, vandalism. A robust and water-proof aluminum casing, 
insulated by special sealing, guarantees that the stereoscopic image remains 
protected and clearly visible even under extreme meteorological conditions. !e 
design of the viewer allows for a convenient observation of the images. ! e stand 
with an adjustable pedestal provides a comfortable viewing position for both adults 
and children.
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Material
Casing: Aluminium anodized / Precision magnifying lenses / Light-dispersion panel PMMA opal / 
Burglar-proof screws stainless steel / Stand: Steel tubes, Powder-coated / Pedestal: Aluminium Checker 
panel, anodized
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Precision Aluminium Casing
Each Viewer is produced to the desired design and specifications, from one solid 
aluminium block, with CNC milling machines. With each step in the manufacturing 
process, the casing progressively takes shape - first the basic body, then the mounting 
for the lenses. A number of individual runs through a CNC milling machine are 
necessary to manufacture the viewer’s casing. ! e precision lenses are then fitted 
into the lens mountings, insulated by sealing rings, and then the base of the body is 
fitted with the light dispersion panel. All this, together with close attention to 
ergonomics, provides for optimal convenience of viewing, and guarantees both the 
protection and durability of the stereoscopic slides.
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Areas of application
!e viewer lends a significant mark to both the rural and urban landscape, without 
too much of an intrusion to the environment or urban design. Its form suggests 
authenticity and is slightly reminiscent of viewers that provide highlights of 
surrounding vistas for tourists. It determines the viewing direction and triggers 
vague expectations. When curious individuals look into the viewing apparatus, they 
see a realistic illusion - something that once was but is no longer there. It is ideal for 
museums, exhibitions, theme parks, tourist spots, on roof-top terraces - for views and 
to lend perspectives of all kinds.
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Light- and Sound Module

!is viewer can be fitted with both a light- and sound module. ! e light module 
allows for equal lighting of the stereoscopic image. !e sound module adds a layer of 
sound and text to the stereoscopic image that is being viewed. Both light and sound 
are motionactivated by an optical distance sensor installed in the neck of the viewer.

Material
Light module: Light dispersion panels / Luminescent foil / Aluminium mounting / Power 
supply: 7V // Sound module: Aluminum: Moving parts anodized /Speakers: 2 x I 28mm / 
Power supply: 7V   
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Stands

        

hight           150        150          115             90          cm

Material
Stand: Steel tubes, Powder-coated / Pedestal: Aluminium Checker panel, anodized
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Price  
 

outdoor-viewer 
Weatherproof stereoscopic viewer for fixed outdoor mounting. Anodized CNC milled moving 
parts, precision magnifying lenses, PMMA light dispersion panel, neck (middle piece) and stand. 

 Designation   Quantity     CHF
 Viewer (Head)     1 pc.     1`800.-
 Stand with Pedestal

Stand with out Pedestal                1 pc.    1`800.-
     1 pc.     2`900.-

 
 

Extras 
Internal lighting  (indoor)  1 pc.     1`000.-                        

            Internal sound system (indoor) 1 pc.    1`200.- 
    

_____________________________________________________________________________
Preice excl. packaging, shipping & handling 
Terms of payment: 100% deposit for first commission


